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Sage Advice 
Ken Brown has a Conversation with 
Professor Shaun Martin 
_) 
Professor Martin teaches and writes in the areas 
of civil procedure, criminal law, and professional 
ethics and responsibility. Martin graduated magna 
cum laude from Harvard Law School, where he 
s,erved as an editor of the Harvard Law Review and 
as a general editor of Harvard University s Civil 
Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review and received 
the Sears Prize. He was USD s Herzog Endowed 
Scholar in 2007 and received USD s Thorsnes Prize 
for Excellence in Teaching in 1999 and 2006. Martin 
was appointed by the State Bar of California to serve 
on the committee on Professional Responsibility 
and Conduct andis currently on the Advisory Rules 
Committee pursuant to an appointment by the 
United States Court of Appeal for the Ninth Circuit. 
Q: How long have you been teaching and when 
did you come to USD? 
A: I caine to USD in 1995, so have been here for 
twenty years. USD was my first teaching job. I 
hope to be here forever. 
Q. Where did you go to law school and what 
motivated your decision to go into law? 
A: I went to Harvard Law School and graduated in 
1991. I had debated in high school and college, so 
knew that I liked to argue, so law school seemed 
a natural choice. My father was also an attorney; 
he was a sole practitioner in the town in which I 
grew up (Burke, Virginia), so I knew a tiny bit about 
what being an attorney entailed. My father was a 
pharmacist who decided to go to law school at night 
the year I was born. He always said that being a 
lawyer was better than being a pharmacist, and that 
seemed right to me. 
Q. What did you do prior to coming to USD? 
A: I was a law clerk for Judge Stephen Reinhardt 
on the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth 
Circuit for a year, and then I was an attorney at Quinn 
Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan in Los Angeles. I 
very much enjoyed my-time at both of these places. 
Q. What are some common pitfalls you see 
students fall into in their first year of law school? 
A: First-year students are generally very motivated 
and interested, which is awesome. So no critique 
there. If I had to identify a common deficiency it 
might be that students aren't necessarily used to 
being careful and exhaustive in how they read. 
Continued on Page 3 
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Eat. Sleep. Study. 
Repeat. 
By Ross Bautista 
Let solitary confinement officially begin! 
At this point in the year there is one thing on every 
law student's mind-final exams. Whether you are 
already feverishly outlining while pretending to do 
your reading for your last few classes, or the reality. 
of final exams is slapping you right in the face, 
your stress level is likely starting to rise. Most, if 
not all, law students find themselves stressed-out 
during final exam preparation. This is normal. It 
would actually be a bit weird if your stress levels 
. did not rise. Although the end of the semester is an 
inherently stressful time, the good news is that your 
stress level is something you can control. Below are 
a few tips to help you stand on solid ground and to 
keep your s<1;nity during exam preparation. 
· Don ~t believe the hype. As a law student, 
it is easy to · compare yourself with other students 
in your section or class. You will find yourself 
wondering what your other classmates are doing to 
prepare or you may be worried why your outline is 
only 30 pages as opposed to your colleague's 200 
page "master outline." Everyone is stressed, but do 
not let someone else's stress tum into your stress. 
This is a time were you must trust yourself. Study 
and do things the way that you want to do them. Do 
not worry about what others are doing or how they 
are doing it. 
It is perfectly okay to pay attention to the 
study habits and schedule-managing behavior of the 
people around you,~hut do not get to eaught_µp jn_the 
. Continued on Page 2 
LRC's Tips 
for Finals 
By Melissa Fung, Reference Librarian .,; Foreign 
& Int'/ Specialist 
Finals are a stressful time, there's really no 
way around it. Heck, I've been put of law school 
for nine years and I STILL have nightmares about 
my first year exams.. While the LRC can't help with 
nightmares, we ca.h:he1!? ti'a1>e the ".pain'.o:of .studying 
for exams. 
1. Extended library hours and the return 
of the wristbands! 
LRC Fall F,inals/Extended hours begin on 
Friday, December 4th and end on Friday, December 
18th. During this time the library will be open only 
to law students. A worker will be stationed near 
the Circulation Desk to check IDs and hand out 
wristbands. 
2. Study aids and past exams 
The LRC has multiple resources to help 
students prepare for final exams. Several shelves of 
study guides are located in the Reserve Room, to 
the immediate right of the entrance. These materials 
are organized by subject matter. Prefer flashcards? 
Then, stop by the circulation desk and check out 
flashcards on a variety of legal topics. Interested in 
reviewing old exams? · Search our course reserves 
(http:// sally. sandiego. edu/ screens/reserves.html) by 
professor or course name to see what is available. 
3. Reserve a group study room 
Reserving a group study room online is 
easy! Go to https://reservations.sandiego.edu/ 
VrrtualEms/Login.aspx to book your room. 
Continued on Page 3 
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Eat. Sleep. Study. Repeat. Continued ... 
. .. battle-of-who-works-the-hardest. This is a crucial time that you need to focus on absorbing the material 
at your own pace, and learn in a way that makes you feel comfortable. Whether you are outlining, making 
flashcards, drawing pictures, or singing the rules of Civil Procedure-do what works for you! You have made 
it this far in life for a reason, so trust yourself and stay confident in your abilities. Do not worry about anyone 
else. 
Prepare. There are many versions of the "7 Ps". As cheesy as it sounds, my favorite is the saying, 
"Proper Planning, Preparation and Practice Prevents Poor Performance." Everyone's actual exam preparation 
techniques will differ; however, one idea that I think is helpful to all is "proper planning" before the preparation 
and practice to prevent poor performance. Before you bury your nose in the books until your last final, get 
your "normal life" in order. By this I mean talk to family and friends about your upcoming need for solitude. 
In addition, ask yourself: "what sort of day-to-day tasks might be difficult when I need to study all week 
long?" If there are any tasks you think might become troublesome, then take the time to complete those tasks 
before you really start your studying. This is often as simple as going grocery shopping, cleaning your house, 
and/or taking care of all those annoying tasks on your to-do list. This will not only help you start the final 
period with a clean slate, but will also force you to complete these future chores before they become a means 
of procrastination. 
Rise & Grind. We all know law school is a grind, but the final exam period is on a whole other 
level. Instead of waking up nervous and unmotivated to complete the task at hand, get yourself excited for 
the day ahead. Granted you already know your day will be filled with studying, waking up excited to follow 
your study schedule or master a specific area of your outline will help keep fuel to your fire. Listen to your 
favorite pump-up jam (my friend always listens to "The Last of the Mohicans" theme song) or go put in a nice 
workout. Whatever your "thing" is, try your best to stay positive and enthusiastic with your studies. Stress 
interferes with your ability to encode meniory and retrieve information, so stay calm and study on. I am not 
saying you should have a smile on your face the whole entire time, but staying optimistic a:ri.d knowing that 
your hard work will pay off will pay dividends. 
As Robert Collier once said, "success 
is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and 
day out." So go out and win each day! Just keep 
in mind as this time comes upon us to eat, study, 
sleep (this is important), and repeat; it will all 
be over soon. 
Good luck! 
Ross Bautista is a 3L 
interested in the field of 
Transactional Law 
SBA Update: It's a Wrap 
~ Lauren Stockunas 
The last Dean Student Advisory Committee ("DSAC") meeting of the semester took place on Tuesday, 
ovember 10th with Dean Ferruolo and Assistant Dean for Law Student Affairs Meredith D'Angelo. 
number of topics were discussed, including the following: 
1) lLs Abounding. One topic of discussion regarded questions, comments, and concerns that have1 
emerged as a result of the larger lL class this year. First, why is the IL class so large this year? The answe 
fis that many more students decided to matriculate to USD than expected. Go USD! We are thrilled you all 
decided to join the USD law community. Every year the law school aims for a class size of approximately 
45 students and it plans to continue to strive to hit that number. This year's class had about 270 students 
atriculate. 
One of the issues that has arisen is that lLs are having some difficulties meeting with their professors 
in the few minutes before and after class and during office hours because there is always a line and "gunners"
1 
olting to the front. The IL professors will be alerted to this issue and will strive to implement a solution. lLs, 
lease keep the SBA posted if this issue persists into next semester. Meeting one on one with your professors 
d getting your questions answered is of the upmost importance and the administrators and professors plan to 
o their best to ameliorate this issue. Another question that many 2Ls were curious about is whether or not the 
law school has any plans to hire additional professors to accommodate the influx of lLs. The answer to this 
uestion is: no, the law school does not have any plans to hire additional faculty as a result of this influx. Thei 
aw school hopes to meet its goal of creating a Class of 2019 full of approximately 245 students and believes 
:hat the smaller size of the current 2L class will help even out the class sizes next year in upper level courses. 
2) Pass/Fail Credits. The next topic of discussion revolved around pass/fail credits. First, students 
ave been wondering, why can students earn up to 6 credits for completing a judicial externship, but only 3 
for other agency externships? The answer: AB.A regulations. The ABA currently has specific regulations 
egarding what professors can oversee externships for credit and how many credits can be rewarded. The law 
1school anticipates that the ABA will release updated regulations soon; however, they are not sure when an 
ave been patiently waiting. Thus, the administration is looking into ways to remedy this discrepancy. Wei 
ill keep you posted. Another question that was asked was, why can't students take courses designated as 
'graded," as pass/fail courses, if they have pass/fail credits available and the course is not a required grade 
ourse? The answer: whether a class is graded depends entirely on the professor who is teaching the course. 
owever, the administration will discuss this possibility with the faculty and see what their input entails. 
3) Reminders from the SBA and Law Student Affairs. Please check out the "Event Etiquette 
eminder" in Sidebar. An immense amount of planning goes on behind the scenes of every event so please bd 
onscientious when you RSVP to events and please do come if you RSVP yes. Committing to and attendin 
vents reflects on your time-management skills, etiquette, and professionalism - all admired and expecte 
· lskills of future lawyers. 
4) Alumni Lunches. Lastly, I'd like to give a shout out to the Office of Alumni Relations for plannin 
op-notch alumni lunches multiple times each semester. Students, please keep an eye out in Sidebar for thesel 
'Lunch with Lawyers" opportunities to grab free lunch with esteemed alumni. The lunches are usually hel 
in the Faculty Room in Warren Hall and professional dress is not required. These lunches are very relaxe 
nd wonderful opportunities to learn from USD law students past. Our alumni have so much to off er and lov 
eeting with students. 
The next DSAC meeting will not be until February 
016. As we start a fresh semester and a new year, please 
rainstorm ways on how the SBA can help improve your 
IUSD Law experience and let us know. 
We'd love to hear from you and 
ish you all the best with your finals! 
Lauren Stodrunas is a 
2L interested in Civil 
Litigation 
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LR C's Tips for Finals Continued ... 
... (Reserving a room)Login with your MySanDiego username/password. From the "Reservations" drop-
down menu, select "Law Study Spaces". There are 5 study rooms available: LRC rooms 208, 209, 210, 212, 
and 214. Remember that group study rooms are permitted for groups of two or more and that your reservation 
may be forfeited for no-shows at ten minutes past the reservation start time. 
Dates 
Friday, 12/4-Wednesday, 12/16 · 
Thursday, 12/17 
Friday, 12/18 
4. Free coffee and tea! 
library Hours 
7am-2am 
7-am - Midnight 
7am-10pm 
We will continue our tradition of offering free coffee, tea, and hot chocolate every day from Spm -
1 am beginning Friday, December 4th and ending Wednesday, December 16th. Students are encouraged to 
bring their own mugs. 
5. LRC laptops cannot be used wi~h ExamSoft 
USD Law uses a testing application by ExamSoft called SofTest. Since LRC laptops are programmed 
to erase any files saved to the hard drive whenever the laptop is restarted (for privacy reasons), your answer 
file may be deleted before it can be uploaded to ExamSoft. As such, LRC laptops must not be used with 
ExamSoft. Please save yourself the misery and don't even attempt to circumvent the procedures. We had a 
student try once . .. and it didn't end well for the student. 
6. Library fines 
. The LRC's dreaded four letter F-word: F-1-N-E. Do yourself a favor by returning library items on 
time to avoid fines. Heavily used items like flashcards, study guides, and laptop chargers can result in heavy 
fines (up to $5/hr!) if not returned on time. · · 
7. Library material should not be checked out for an exam 
Generally, you should not check out library material to use in an exam. We often have students try and check 
out materials to use during their exams only for them to realize that either: A) another student has already 
checked it out or B) the item will be due before the exam is over. Save yourself the headache and make 
alternative arrangements. 
8. Just breathe, this too shall pass. 
Our reference librarians can't help you study 
but as one time law students we can commiserate 
and share our best battle stories. Here are a few of 
my personal favorites from sources who declined 
to be named. And yes, we all graduated and even 
passed the bar! 
The night before my Administrative law 
final, fully convinced I would fail the next day, I spent 
a frantic hour Googling the potential repercussions 
of a last minute (W) withdrawal on my transcript. 
Final Grade: B+ 
I panicked when I sat down to my 
Corporations fact pattern that was six pages, single-
spaced, AND double sided. Final Grade: A 
I didn 't notice the second half of my Wills 
and Trusts exam until the very end. In lieu of an 
answer I wrote an apologetic note to my professor. 
Fjnal Grade: B-
Our last IL exam was Contracts and it was a 
doozy. Several students were left in tears mid-exam. 
While I didn,'t cry, I was completely overwhelmed 
and filled with anxiety. Needless to say the entire 
class ended up at the bar down the street right after 
· the exam. Final Grade: B 
Who is Melissa Fung? 
She is the Foreign and International Law Librarian at the Legal Research 
Center. Originally from Los Angeles, she spent a number of years in the 
Pacific Northwest learning how to use an ice scraper and how to brew 
coffee "the rightway." Most weekends you can find her watching football 
or dragging her friends along to track down a new food obsession. She has 
been with USD for eight years and hopes to be here for many more! 
---- - - -- - - ·----
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December 2015 
Sage Advice Continued ... 
A: (Contd.) Opinions are multifaceted and contain 
tons of important details. Refining one's ability to 
get everything out of an opinion that one should isn't 
easy, and it's a skill that law students -- especially 
in their first year -- often either overlook or find 
difficult. · 
Q. If you could give a first year law student one 
piece of advice to successfully take their final 
exams, what would it be? 
A: Do your own outline. Start outlining early. Study 
with other people and make it a social activity. Get 
a full night's sleep before every exam. That's more 
than one piece of advice. Sorry about that. 
Q. What are some of the differences you think 
students should be aware of between the academic 
setting and professional setting? 
A: Hmmm. I don't know. Here's one thing I'll 
say: You never know how great law school is until 
it's over. When I was a full-time attorney my mind 
would often wander back to those halcyon days 
when I was a law student. As hard as law school is, 
actually being an attorney is infinitely harder. You'll 
relish the days that you now spend in law school. 
Trust me. -
Q. What's the best thing students can do now to 
prepare for the professional legal world? 
A: As I've gotten older I've slowly realized that the 
world is not nearly the unbridled meritocracy that I 
might have naively assumed it was in my youth. Get 
to know people. Work on your social skills. Don't 
be a hermit. Don't J:>e a jerk. Be respected for your 
intellect and maturity. You'll be stunned how far 
that'll get you in life. Including but not limited to the 
legal world. Contacts and reputation mean far more 
than you might initially think. So work on those 
things now that you're starting your professional 
career. It's too late for me, but definitely not too late 
for you 
Ken Brown is a 3L 
interested in the field of 
Employment Law 
Call for Submissions ... 
Motions is always looking 
for new content. If you are 
an aspiring writer, poet, 
photographer, artist, or you just 
want a medium to express your 
creativity then we want you. 
We will pay you for your content 
We are open to submissions 
on law related topics and non-
, law related topics. If you are 
interested in editing or assisting 
the publication of the newspaper, 
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Seeing is Believing: A Review of Prism Glasses 
By Scott Dansie 
The history of toilet paper has always been a strange mystery to 
me. Apparently China discovered it sometime in the 6th century, but it took 
them 800 years to get to the point of mass production (or so says Wikipedia). 
I'll cut them some slack for taking so long to get it right, because they had 
managed to invent paper itself, so I think we can assume that there might 
b~ excu~a~le reasons the early. prototypes di~'t catch on (imagin~ a roll 
of perforated cardstock) .. But the real mystery is how the Renaissance 
· missed it. After all, Gutenberg wasn't printing on papyrus. Europe had Silk-
Roaded the technology of paper from Asia, but completely missed out on 
toilet paper. Is it even appropriate to call that period a Renaissance if they 
blatantly overlooked the prospects of toilet paper? I think we can all agree 
the answer is no. 
Historical misnomers aside, what if I were to tell you that right now, at this very moment, there exists a technology that has been around for 
years that could change your life forever if you just understood what you're missing out on? What ifl were to introduce you to the unsung toilet paper 
of our age? 
Have you ever thought to yourself"law school is such a pain in the neck," referring to a literal pain in your neck muscles, from tilting your head 
down for hours on end to read your textbook? Well, even if your brain is not that amazingly witty, the fact is that most of us have dealt with homework 
related discomfort, and had to compensate accordingly. 
We prop our books higher. We lower our chair to get closer to eye-level. We us~ some sort of pre-fabricated book-proper to hold the book up for 
us. We change positions. We lay on our bellies with a pillow under our chin. We hire a person full-time professional voice actor to read our textbooks · 
to us (okay that's just part of a fantasy of mine where I have oodles of money to blow on valet parking and gold necklaces that say things like "Ain't 
nobody got time for Torts" or "Justice has a name, and it's Cardozo"). The point is there has to be a better way. We've known or should have known 
this for a long time. And now I'ni here to share with you the secret of a happy neck. Behold, my friends the glory that is ... Prism Glasses. You heard me. 
Prism Glasses. 
Allow me to explain. Imagine yourself sitting in a plush recliner. Your body is fully reclined. You are staring at the ceiling. And you think to 
yourself ... "! wish, oh how I wish that I could be this comfortable when studying my law school textbooks." And then you remember your training. 
"Scott Dansie told me about times like this," you say in your head. "He told me ifl put on those ugly glasses they will let me read my books while sitting 
in this heavenly position." You proceed to put on the glasses, and immediately-even though your eyes are staring at the ceiling-the glasses make it 
so that you see your lap instead. And all you have to do is use your fingertips to hold your book up on your lap. Or, if you're anything like me, you're 
much too lazy for that, and you use a pillow to prop the book up, so that the book practically reads itself to you. 
I won't go into the particulars of how I discovered these gems, but suffice it to say that Amazon has a high quality (albeit hideously awful 
looking) pair of leopard-print Prism Glasses for under thirty bucks that are very comfortable, with a nice sharp viewing angle. You can also get some 
better looking cheaper ones for around ten dollars that work well, but the angle is not quite as sharp, which makes it harder to read a book that's on 
Continued on Page 7 
When You lust· Need Soinethin Mindless to Watch 
~ Chad Colton 
If you're like me, you've found that law 
chool has severely curtailed your ability to keep 
p with what shows are currently hot on TV. 
s someone who used to work professionally 
n broadcast television, part of my job was to 
e excessively involved with what new shows 
ere coming .out, what time slots they were 
ccupying, what shows cm other networks 
hey were competing against, and how all that 
tuff affected the ratings and ad revenue those 
hows could generate. Thankfully, I don't have 
ime to worry about that anymore! Some of you 
ight make time to DVR your favorite shows, 
nd I know that many of you will not give up 
allowing college or pro sports for anything. 
owever, paying for cable on a law school 
udget is a horrible racket to be caught in when 
here is so much content available online for 
ee or for just a few dollars. The fact of the 
atter is that every second you spend watching 
which could be better spent on something 
else, like studying, spending time with friends, 
exercising, attending events at USD, or catching 
up on· sleep. In fact, it's become hard for me to 
enjoy watching anything on television because 
knowing that I'm wasting time on it generates 
a level of anxiety which negates any pleasure 
that I get from the experience. Nevertheless, 
I've found that sometimes I just need to watch 
something kind of, well; stupid to let my mind 
recover from the seriousness that is Law School. 
I used to enjoy series such as House of Cards 
and The Walking Dead, but they are so dramatic, 
involving, and frankly depressing that they don't 
fit the bill. I don't want a 3 course steak and 
potatoes program that makes me fat and tired. I 
ne.ed a fun-sized Snickers program: just enough 
sugar to perk me up for 20 minutes between 
studying Criminal Procedure and Professional 
Responsibility. Here are some of the best shots 
of simple dumb fun that I've found. 
'• .0' If' 0 0 0'' 0 < • 0 < 0 I.' i 't I'''-·'' I' 0 f). >. I 0 
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt was' 
created by Tina Fey and stars Ellie Kemper, 
who played Erin the receptionist on The Office. 
The show follows Kimmy as she adjusts to life 
in New York City after being rescued from 
sealed underground bunker in Indiana where she: 
and three other women were held for 15 years! 
by a doomsday cult. From the opening theme! 
which imitates the mashup edits mocking news1 
stories (Ain't Nobody Got Time For That), th 
show is relentlessly fun and positive. The sets: 
are brightly painted, the dialogue is snappy ani 
witty, and the characters are safely predictable 
and two ·dimensional. Despite the requisit 
conflict necessary for a narrative to transpire, 
nothing ho~endous happens to anyone, and eac 
episode is dominated by Kemper's "everythin~ 
is okay" smile even when her character is 
exploding inside. 
Continued on Page 7 
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Bar Results 2015: 
Lowest Rates in Nearly 30 Years 
By Brody Burns 
Let's start with the bad. The pattern continues, 
On Friday Novemb_er 20, 2015, the .State Bar of California released the official results from the July 2015 bar exam. There are two key metrics 
to examine when analyzing :t\1.~r.ecent p~~sage-,stati,stics . ... , ,.~_-, .. ,;t.. · 
~~' - ,., "'-;' ~ .. u- (',- - ' .- ' _.... ~ .... 
· First, the. oy.:eraH p~.§;i~ge rate for afftakers, regardless of~chool or accreditation of school, was 46.6 percent. This is the lowest overall passage 
rate since the July.. i 986 exam. This overall pa~sage ·rat~ is comp~ised of all individuals who sit for the bar exam, which in California includes stUdents 
from unaccredited law schools. While this drives down the overall bar passage rate, the passage rate in this State is still shockingly low. Most states 
hover around the 60s or 70s in terms of overall passage rate. 
The second key statistic to analyze, the passage rate for first-time test-takers from American Bar Association (ABA) approved law schools. was 
68 percent. The University of San Diego School of Law would fall into this category. This brings the passage rate up into the ballpark of other states,, 
but it is significantly down from previous years. The first-time passage rate is a metric which is factored into the U.S. News and World Report Law 
School Rankings and is very important when analyzing law schools, 
Taken together, the statistics are troubling. Both figures, along with the larger statistics, indicate a number of trends concerning bar passage. 
First, the overall passage rate is down. Since the July 2007 exam, the overall passage rate has consistently hovered around 55 percent, outside 
of2008 when it hit 61.7 percent. In 2014, this passage dropped to 48.6 percent and then dropped even further this year (46.6 percent) to the lowest rate 
in nearly 30 years. 
Second, the passage rate for first-time takers from ABA Approved California law schools is experiencing a similar downward trend. Consider 
that passage rate for the last five years: 68 percent (2015); 69.4 percent (2014); 75.9 percent (2013); 76.9 percent (2012); 76.2 percent (2011). 
School Type First-TllTlers Repeaters -- - - . -
California ABA 68% 24% 
- ....... _..... .. - . . ~ -
OUt-o~State ASA 59% 16% 
- - ~ _.. ..... 
California Accredited (but nofABA) 21% 8% 
UnaccrediteO: Fixed-Facility 21% 0% - . . 
Unaccredited: Correspondence 29% 5% - - . . 
Unaccredited Distance Leaming \ 8% 11% - ·-· - '. 
Third, passage rates are down nationally. According to Above the Law, passage rates are down in many states including: New York, Arizona, 
ColOrado, Oregon, Washington, and other states. 
This larger national trend may directly coinc!de with the number of LSAT takers and number of applicants to law schools which have both 
drastically reduced in recent years. This could directly impact the actual bar passage versus prior years. 
Until passage rates are broken down by individual law schools, which should happen after the New Year, it is difficult to understand if these 
trends are occurring at USD. 
As a current law student, this passage rate can be both stressful and defeating. However, until we get more data, specifically relating to this 
sch&q~,t~ t~,f;f>~ig~ r~J&~?fJhe r~§p~cti_~e baI l?f~P~c;ornpa~\es, its a waste of time to dwell on th~ :Pfl.~~a~e. r.a!e,·~£3l~atulate thos~~wP.o:xou know 
that pass_ed. And support those who didn't. Failing to pass ~ioes not define anyone. · 
. Consider the inspiring story of Kevin Callahan .. Callahan graduated from New England 
School of Law in 1982. Callahan then went onto to fail the Massachusetts bar exam ten straight times. 
Finally in 1990, a full eight years after graduating from law school, Callahan finally passed 
the bar on his 11th attempt. He never gave up. 
We should all channel our inner Callahan as we approach fi;nal exams and the bar exaI!J.. 
Persistent. Undeterred. And willing to step in the ring after taking it on the chin the first ten times. 
Brody .Burns is a 3L 
interested in Criminal 
Law 
Student Organization of the Issue: Health Law Society 
Name of Organization: Health Law Society (HLS), University of San Diego, School of Law 
Mission: Our goal is to increase health law career opportunities by forming alliances with industry associations and members of the community, 
hosting speaker events, creating a strong alumni network, and developing professional relationships with potential employers. We support and work 
to enhance the University of San Diego School of Law's reputation for excellence in health law academics. 
What is Health Law: Health Law is a very broad term with numerous areas of specialization. In general, Health Law focuses on the rules and 
regulations that govern the health care industry. The health care industry includes hospitals, insurers, pharmaceutical and device manufacturers, 
individual practitioners who treat patients (MD, Pharm.D, Nurses), government and regulatory agencies (e.g FDA, CDC, NIH), food safety, public 
health, and bioethics, to name a few. Health law also very commonly crosses into the global arena and frequently encompasses an international 
component. Examples of areas of practice may include medical or product liability, health care fraud, corporate governance, intellectual property or 
patent law, drug policy, human rights, and international law. For more information and specifics, see our HLS TWEN page. 
Facebook: USD Health Law Society (San Diego)/ TWEN: Health Law Society 
Key Officers: Jamie S. Blose, Pharm.D, MBA - President, Samantha Yu - Vice President, Jennifer Abma - Treasurer, Amy Marks - Secretary 
Contact: healthlawusd@gmail.com 
Number of Student Members: 52 
Highlights from 2014/2015: The Health Law Society, after a brief hiatus, kicked off the 2015 school year with a large student interest at the Student 
Organization Fair in September. In October, the Health Law Society held their first General Meeting and reminded students of the approved curriculum 
for the Health Law Concentration here at USD School of Law. In November, HLS invited the Criminal Law Society and the Intellectual Property 
Society to join in welcoming our Guest Speaker - Janice F. Mulligan of Mulligan, Banham, and Findley, to discuss careers in medical malpractice. 
Also, in November, HLS held their 2nd General Meeting and had a guest speaker from Procopio. In general, HLS has also obtained 3 free student 
passes to the upcoming Future of Genomics Conference in La Jolla in March 2016, has met with the USD Graduate Nursing School representative 
concerning collaborative efforts, and is in the process of lining up opportunities with Biocom and the Scripps Translational Science Institute for next 
semester. 
Goals for 2016: Provide further "hand-on" opportunities to interact with pharmaceutical/biotechnology companies and medical personnel, ascertain 
and support health-related student internships, provide an outline bank for members, and increase HLS membership. 
Why Should Students Join: Health Law is an expansive area of practice encompassing a wide variety of opportunities for both students and graduates 
alike. San Diego is one of the premier biotechnology areas in the country and provides a rich bed of employment opportunities. Networking within 
lthe Health Law Society and members of the health law community provides an enormous amount of educational and professional opportunities. 
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California's Gold 
By Chad Colton 
California has long been regarded as a "bellwether state" for energy and environmental 
policy. What that means is that progressive policies are often tried out in the state, and if they are 
successful, then they can spread to become policy in other states or influence Federal policy. It is part 
of California's legacy and character to be a land of innovation, a place where dreamers gravitate to 
try new things, begin anew, and maybe strike gold. In the case of solar energy, California has been at 
the forefront of energetic legislation and subsidies designed to stimulate the emerging industry and 
give it a leg up. However, that may be changing in the near future. 
During 2001 , California experienced an energy crisis. To help deal with the crisis, the state 
enacted emergency legislation which increased the number of energy rate tiers and capped rates 
for the lowest energy users. The effect of this was to burden high energy users with all future rate 
increases. This helped the solar industry grow, because businesses and homeowners who installed 
solar systems to supplement the energy they purchased from power companies not only paid less 
money overall because they were consuming foss total energy, they also pai~ a lower rate for the 
energy they did use. 
It's as if you bought two milkshakes for $1 each, and· I bought only one milkshake. Now because I bought only one milkshake, my shake was 
"capped" at $.89. If you had bought 5 or 6 milkshakes, then you might pay as much as $1.30 per shake. And if you bought more than 6 milkshakes, 
well, you need to be cut-off. 
This was a benefit for the solar industry, and it gave a big boost to their burgeoning business. A more recent benefit of going solar is known as 
"net metering." What that means is that if you have a really good solar system, one that can produce more energy than your home or business uses, then 
you can sell that excess electricity back to the power company. For now, the rate that the power company pays you back for the energy your system 
. produces is retail: the same as they would charge you. However, one of the changes power companies across the country are proposing is to change that 
purchase rate to the wholesale prices, meaning what they would pay to purchase it from a power plant. Some owners believe this wholesale price sounds 
unfair, but the power companies argue that consumers with rooftop solar systems are over benefiting and not helping to defray the cost of maintaining 
"the grid," which is the larger infrastructure necessary to distribute energy to all the customers. That cost, the power companies argue, is largely borne 
by consumers who don't have rooftop solar. Often those consumers are lower income families or.small businesses who cannot afford the startup cost 
of a rooftop system. 
Thi~ push by the power companies, combined with expiring federal legislation which was designed to stimulate the new solar industry, could 
put a damper on the growth of solar power. One benefit of the rapid explosion of the solar industry was a high level of innovation which led to more 
efficient technologies and lower cost of ownership. Some data indicates that the cost of installing rooftop 
solar is roughly _half of what it was a few years ago because of greater efficiencies and market competition. 
Policies which slow the growth of the industry would likely slow innovation and progress. 
However; perhaps it is appropriate that the benefits of solar power should help defray the cost Chad Colton is a 
of upgrading infrastructure to meet the demands of the future. 2L interested in 
How this plays out in California will surely have repercussions felt around the nation. Environmental Law 
A Lon TiineA o ina Gala Far Far Awa ••• 
;yKenBrown 
For many of us, those words are epic, maybe even poetic, and they 
ring back a flood of memories from our childhoods. If you're not living 
der a rock, you know that Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens 
ill be released to theaters on December 18, 201 5. Several trailers have 
een released, wide speculation about the movie's plot has been spreading, 
nd the inner-nerd of millions of people worldwide has been going crazy 
ver since it was announced that Disney had acquired the rights to make 
dditional Star Wars films, and that J.J. Abrams, director of the new Star 
rek film series, would produce, direct, and co-write the series. The Force 
:wakens will be the first of a new Star Wars Trilogy, in follow up to the 
revious two Star Wars Trilogies. 
ere are a few characters we know will be in the film: 
Harrison Ford, Mark Hamill, and Carrie Fisher will reprise their 
olls as Han Solo, Luke Skywalker, and Princess Leia Organa, respectfully. 
his is great news since they are three of the most beloved characters in the 
anchise. Hamill has yet to be shown in a movie trailer, but his voice was 
ieard, bringing chills down Star Wars fans' backs everywhere. 
John Boyega as Finn, a redeemed stormtrooper, and Daisy Ridley as 
ey, a scavenger from the planet Jakku. Rey and Finn are widely considered 
o be the heroes in the film. 
Adam Driver as Kylo Ren, a dark warrior, thought to be this movie's 
ersion of a Sith Lord. Andy Serkis (a.k.a. "Gollum" or "Smeagol" from 
OTR) will portray Supreme Leader Snoke, who is Kylo Ren's master and 
n obvious user of the dark side of the force. 
Anthony Daniels and Peter Maythew will reprise their roles as C-3PO 
nd Chewbacca, respectfully. I hear rumors that we may see R2D2 as well. 
atefully, J.J. Abrams has confirmed what all of us hoped - Jar Jar Binks 
ill not make an appearance in The Force Awakens. 
There are several questions that need to be resolved. Are Han Solo 
nd Princess Leia still together? Does Luke train a new Jedi Apprentice? 
ow do the new villains work into all of this? Hopefully all, if not most, of 
hese questions will be answered when the film is released next month. 
For those of you who have not seen episodes I through VI, there is 
till time! Embrace the inevitable, succumb to the geek inside you, and join 
he rest of the world in celebrating the revitalization of a beloved franchise . 
For those of you, who like me, have watched every Star Wars 
trailer several times and are anticipating the release more than law 
school graduation (almost), I've come up with a short 5 step program to 
. . . 
max1m1ze your expenence. 
1. Re-watch every Star Wars film the week before The Force 
Awakens is released. I suggest you watch them in order, Episodes I-VI. 
Instinct might say watch them in the order they were released (IV-VI 
and then I-III) but try this out. Then you will watch a coherent story 
leading up until Episode VII. Instinct also might tell you not to watch 
them the week before because it is finals week. Prioritize! Law school 
finals will come and go but there will only be one opening weekend for 
Star Wars Episode VII. 
2. See the movie opening weekend. You can't wait longer. You 
just can't. 
3. Don't talk to anyone who has already seen the film. This 
might require you to close your Facebook account and ignore a few 
phone calls and texts, but it's totally worth it. The last thing you need is 
someone spoiling the movie for you. 
4. Watch the movie twice in theaters. Now, some of you might 
say this is excessive, but its not. Any true Star Wars fan knows that you 
won't be able to take in all of the magic in one sitting. You will need to 
watch the film several times to grasp all of its greatness. Seeing it twice 
in theaters is totally worth the money. 
5. Cut out people in your life who don't appreciate Star Wars. 
This is a true relationship breaker. Your significant other should go 
to see the movie with you. He/she shouldn't ridicule your love for 
Wookies or Ewoks. He/she shouldn't roll his/her eyes when you talk 
about which planet is better - Tatooine or Endor. Ask your friends and 
family members to embrace this part of you - its not going away. Be 
proud of who you are! 
I will see you on the 18th. 
May the force be with you. 
Ken Brown is a 3L 
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The Real Finals: Softball Season Championship 
..-.. ..... 
By Cody Wisniewski, Softball Commissioner 
"Playoffs? Don't talk about playoffs!" Well too bad Jim Mora, because that's exactly what I am going to do. Playoffs in the Grad/Law Softball 
League are quite the animal. We cram play-in games, quarter finals, semi-finals, and the championship game into two days of action-packed excitement. 
A lot can happen in that short amount of time. < 
First, let's look at the play-in games. Since we have a 12-team playoff, the top 4 teams get byes and the remaining 8 have to fight for a spot in 
the quarters. The only upset iri the play-in games was the 9 seed Impeaches & Cream's defeat of the 8 seed BallL's Out.Aside from that, all of the high 
seeds advanced out of their games and into the quarter final round. 
The quarter finals meant the 4 top teams in the league had their first playoff games. Rather handily, each one of the top 4 teams won their games, 
advancing out of the quarter finals and into tJie semi finals. The closest match of the quarter final round was Prestige Worldwide's victory over Old 'n 
Slow. Prestige Worldwide went into the final inning down, but managed to put together some good offence and had a walk off win. 
The two semi-final games were the 1 seed Unestoppables against the 4 seed Team Van Wagner and the 2 seed Chicks Dig the Law Ball against 
the 3 seed Prestige Worldwide. These games could not have been more different. Chicks Dig the Law Ball and Prestige Worldwide played a tight game, 
decided by only a few runs, with Chicks Dig the Law Ball coming out on top. The Unestoppables, however, defeated Team Van Wagner by a score of 
15-0, ending the game in the third inning by run rule. 
The final meantthat we would finally see a matchup between the two undefeated teams in the league. The Uriestoppables had played a relatively 
tough schedule and ended the season 8-0 with a +96 run differential. They were widely considered to be the best team in the league. Chicks Dig the 
Law Ball played a much easier schedule, but still finished the season with a 7-0-1 record and a +57 run differential, and at the end of the day that's what .,. 
matters. Chicks Dig the Law Ball, a IL team in their first season, was kn_own for their extensive scouting of opposing teams, including spray charts on 
each team they faced and would likely face. Yes, I am still talking about Grad/Law Softball, some people just take it more seriously than others. This 
would be the ultimate test. Were the Unestoppables really unstoppable, or could Chicks Dig the Law Ball come out swinging and beat the unbeatable? 
Unfortunately for Chicks Dig the Law Ball, the Unestoppables were just too much for them to handle this season. The game was tight until the third 
inning, when the Unestoppables began to slowly pad their lead and never looked back. The Unestoppables were tight defensively, missing very few_ 
throws and not giving up many errors. To add insult to injury, Chicks Dig the Law Ball's spray chart on the Unestoppables seemed to hurt them more 
than help. Consistently their outfield would shift to the right field for a hitter who always pushed the ball, only to have that hitter pull a bomb to left field, 
or would shift in for a hitter who always hit ground balls to have the batter hit the ball over the infield into the gap. Sometimes you can over prepare. 
The championship game also saw the first and only on the fly home run on Field 1 this season, delivered from the bat of the Unestoppables. 
In other words, the playoffs played out pretty much as expected, almost too perfectly. The one seed played the two seed in the championship game, and 
the one seed came out on top. Additionally, the Unestoppables, who many considered to be the best team in the league, went out and proved that they 
were, in fact, the best in the league. 
Fall 2015 Championship: Unestoppables defeat Chicks Dig the Law Ball 
Now we interrupt your regularly scheduled broadcast to remind everyone that there will be more softball next semester! Everyone is welcome 
to come out and play as a free agent, or put a team together. lLs who didn't play this semester: now that you know what law school is like, isn't it time 
to get out on the diamond and learn what Grad/Law Softball is all about? 2Ls and 3Ls who didn't play: 
now is the time to gear up for spring and get out some of that excess energy and frustration. 
To everyone who did play this season, thank you so much for coming out, 
and we hope to see you next semester! Keep an eye out for information coming mid-January 
about next season! As always, it has been.. a pleasure working anq _softballing with you all, 
and remember, it is never too:early to start spring training! 
·rism Glasses ·continued ... 
Cody Wisniewski is a 3L 
interested in Corporate 
Transactional Law 
our belly while laying on your back in your bed-which by the way is totally doable with the leopard ones. Also the cheaper ones don't seem quite a 
omfortable on the nose, which makes them feel a little heavier after you've been wearing them for a while. With either pair though, they are great fo 
eading books or watching television, without ~he neck strain. Just don't expect to look like the most normal person in the room. 
A few tips to help you become a pro at this Prism Glasses thing: For starters, the field of vision is narrowed down. So it takes a good five minute 
r so to really get used to the glasses the first time you wear them, but after that break-in period you'll hardly notice anything amiss. Second, if yo 
re not resting your head against something, your natural head wobble makes things tipsy. So they aren't great for sitting up while reading, unless yo 
ave your head snug against a chair or something nice and firm. Finally, even the better-looking ones make you look a bit goofy. They'd only be grea 
t parties where you aren't playing the field, and you brought a very committed date. 
There you go world. You can think of me as the more insightful 
ersion of Marco Polo- the one who came home from China with toilet paper, 
nstead ofleaving Europe with a serious pain in their collective rear end. You're welcome. 
Mindless Television Continued ... 
The whole thing is silly but incredibly enjoyable, which makes it a perfect 20-40 minute 
break from studying. Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt is available on Netflix. 
New Girl stars Zooey Deschanel as Jess, who moves into a loft in LA with three bachelors 
who each have enormous personality issues. The characters have fantastic synergy, with personalities 
bouncing off one another like monkeys as each episode tumbles through madcap scenarios. You get 
the sense that the actors all write the show in a bar together by wondering, "what messed up situation 
can we create for the characters, and what's the worst possible way for them to handle it?" The sheer 
absurdity and unpredictability of the show is pure genius. New Girl is available on Hulu. 
Who Is J.O.B? follows pro surfer Jamie O'Brien and his band of idiot friends as they travel 
around Hawaii and the world. doing ridiculous things like tandem surfing Pipeline while wearing 
Speedos on a Costco surfboard, tow surfing into 50 ft. waves on water skis, and riding one of the most 
dangerous waves in the world, Teahupoo, while on fire. It's kind of like Jackass, minus a lot of the 
really gross or painful stuff. Despite the juvenile theme, the show is actually quite beautifully filmed. 
The exotic locations are highlighted by excellent drone, time lapse, and point-of-view photography, 
which really takes you away when you need an escape from the library. 
The show is sponsored by Red Bull Studios, and each episode features 
excellent music by artists on the label. 
Who Is J.O.B? is available on YouTube 
and Red Bull TV. I Chad Colton is a 
2L interested in 
Environmental Law 
Scott Dansie is a IL 
who is interested in 
Civil Litigation 
Album of the Issue: 
Let it Bleed (1 969) -
The Rolling Stones 
ost people opt for either Exile on Main 
treet or Sticky Fingers when chosin 
he best from the Stones, but you can' 
overlook Let it Bleed. The album opens. ~ 
ith the iconic track "Gimme Shelter" 
and closes with the timeless "Yo 
Can't Always Get What You Want,'' 
ut the miqdle of the album is equally! 
incredible. "Midnight Rambler" is 
seven-minute tour de force telling 
aunting talem, "Love in Vain" is a cove 
pf the extraordinary Robery Johonson, 
!and "Monkey Man" is downright fun. 
,The entire album wails, as only the 
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Seen @ USD Law: November Dean's Mixer 
Top 10: The Best Lawyers From Film and TV (Part 1) 
~Keisha Mello-Hall 
Here is the countdown of the top five. 
'ARNING: Spoilers ahead. 
Harvey Dent (Aaron Eckhart) - The Dark 
ight 
Where Batman Forever failed, The Dark 
1ight succeeded in showing Harvey Dent's transition 
rom an upstanding and moralistic district attorney to 
e hideously scarred villain, "Two-Face." Along with 
ommissioner Gordon and Batman, Harvey Dent tries 
o rid Gotham of its rampant crime problem, but does 
o using our favorite tool - the law. Unlike that dam 
igilante Bruce Wayne, Harvey Dent refuses to accept 
he inherent corruption of the system, and instead 
ghts for a system that is pure and just. Eventually 
hat idealism runs out and he becomes a disfigured 
urderer, but we all have our faults. 
. Lt. Daniel Kaffee (Tom Cruise) - A Few Good 
en 
I'm a sucker for anything written by Aaron 
orkin (Moviegoer' Tip: Go see Steve Jobs!), so 
aturally this movie lands fairly high on my list. 
owever, it isn't necessarily Lieutenant Kaffee's 
awyering that makes this film noteworthy. At 
rst, Lieutenant Kaffee is presented as a lazy and 
nexperienced lawyer in the U.S. Navy, with a 
eputation for just working out plea deals to avoid 
oing to trial. His redeeming moment comes when 
e catches Colonel Nathan Jessup, played by Jack 
icholson, in a lie. Lieutenant Kaffee's cross-
xamination of Colonel Jessup leads to the iconic 
line, "You can't handle the truth!" and the Colonel's 
confession to ordering the "code red" that led to a 
Marine 's death. The chances of getting a confession 
from a witness on the stand are extremely low, but 
that won't keep trial attorneys from nixing this 
beautiful moment from their practice goals. 
3. Erin Brockovich (Julia Roberts) - Erin 
Brockovich 
Julia Roberts won the Academy Award, 
Golden Globe, Screen Actors Guild Award and 
BAFTA for Best Actress for her performance as 
Erin Brockovich, a single mother of three who gets 
a job as a file clerk. Although she's technically not 
an attorney, Erin Brockovich proves to be a fierce 
adversary to the PG&E Company. She takes it upon 
herself to dig into the corporation's use of chromium 
in the groundwater in Hinkley, California. After 
Brockovich convinces 634 class action plaintiffs to 
agree to her supervisor's plan to request disposition 
by binding authority, PG&E settles the case for 
$333 million. The real Erin Brockovich is now an 
exemplary environmental activist, who shows that 
hard work and a genuine interest are vital to a case's 
success. 
2. Atticus Finch (Gregory Peck) - To Kill a 
Mockingbird 
Everyone always expects Mr. Peck's 
portrayal of Atticus Finch to be at the top of the 
list. However, I do not like living up to people's 
expectations, so Mr. Peck gets second on my list. 
Nevertheless, this truly is an incredible movie, and 
Atticus Finch is the model attorney that should be 
the north point of our moral compasses. Gregory 
Peck won the Academy Award for Best Actor for 
his portrayal of the local town lawyer who lives by 
the adage, "Before I can live with other folks, I've 
got to live with myself." 
1. Vinny Gambini (Joe Pesci)- My Cousin Vinny 
Billy Gambini and Stan Rothenstein are 
wrongfully accused of killing a convenience store 
clerk after the two admit to shoplifting from the 
store just moments before the murder. Billy calls 
upon his cousin, Vincent LaGuardia Gambini, to 
represent them in their murder trial. Despite having 
absolutely no trial experience and only recently 
being admitted to the bar (after six attempts), Vmny 
accepts the case. He's clearly out of his league 
when he delivers his opening statement, "Uh ... 
everything that guy just said is bullshit ... Thank 
you." However, he uses his limited resources 
(e.g., his fiance as an expert witness) and forceful 
questioning style to build a viable defense, and 
manages to get all of the charges dismissed. It's his 
persistence and creativity that puts Cousin Vinny at 
the top of this list. 
Keisha Mello-Hall 
is a 3L interested in 
Criminal Law 
